SLS is a high brightness light source with 4.8 nm emittance at 2.4 GeV. Particle losses due to Touschek scattering will strongly affect the beam lifetime.
TOUSCHEK TRACKING
Touschek lifetime is approximately' given as function of momentum acceptance (MA) and bunch volume integrated over the lattice structure [6, 121. While the RF MA is given by the cavity voltage and almost constant along the lattice, the lattice MA depends on where the scattering event occurred and varies along the lattice. In particular we have to distinguish between non-dispersive sections, where a scattered particle will just follow the dispersive orbit, and local MA is determined by the momentum range of closed orbit existence or physical aperture, and dispersive sections. where a scattered particle will start an oscillation around the dispersive orbit, and local MA may be determined by dynamic aperture or by mismatch of dynamic to physical aperture.
Usual calculations [ 131 assume a perfectly linear and chromaticity corrected lattice and obtain the local MA from with 6 := Aplp,, H, the lattice invariant (dispersion's emittance) at scattering location and &, qi, aZi horizontal beta function, dispersion and vacuum chamber half width at other lattice locations.
In modem light sources, designed for lowest emittance (at limited circumference), strong sextupoles for correction of large chromaticities generated by the required focusing, introduce significant nonlinearities into the iattice that have to be considered in MA calculations: Magnet alignment errors: Touschek lifetime depends on the emittance coupling factor n = E~ J E~. Including alignment errors generating nonzero n in a flat lattice is required to predict numbers for average lifetime and its variation for different error distributions ("seeds"). Mini gap insertions: The beam halo has larger coupling than the beam core, as observed for example at ESRF [IO] , since large amplitude particles from scattering suffer more from higher order coupling resonances. For the performance of light sources using undulators with full gap heights as small as 4 mm it is essential to know how this affects the lifetime. After introducing misalignments and closed orbit correction we observe large spread of different seeds and further (n-normalized!) lifetime decrease, however after applying coupling suppression the ideal lattice values are restored and the spread from different seeds is compressed as shown for two voltage values in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 displays the Touschek lifetime, again normalized to n = 0.1%, as a function of the mini gap full height. The ideal lattice assuming 100% halo coupling would have reduced lifetime for full gap heights < 10 mm. Assuming 0.1% for both core and halo coupling the mini gaps show no effect. After introducing misalignment errors (fixed-6-calculation) we see that the halo coupling is larger than the core coupling but not at 100%.
Touschek lifetime and gap height
Including synchrotron oscillation seriously decreases lifetime for any gap height. However after coupling correction, the n-normalized lifetime recovers and becomes almost independent of mini gap height. Fig. 4 illustrates how lifetime limitations from the mini gap insertion are removed by coupling correction. . ? I,/ , , , , ( , , , , , 
Gas scattering lifetime
Scattering of electrons on residual gas molecules also imposes serious lifetime restrictions: The cross section for electron losses after elastic scattering depends on the minimum transverse acceptance and on the vacuum conditions.
With an insertion length of %2 m, 0, = 2.2 m at entrance and exit as provided by the "D2A" optics of the SLS lattice is almost at optimum. Assuming 1 nTorr of carbon monoxide for the residual gas, the gas scattering lifetime obtained from the code ZAP [I31 is 14 hrs for 4 mm insertion full gap height. Increasing the RF voltage showed insignificant gain in lifetime, at least for the lattice mode studied here.
RF upgrade for lifetime improvement
For SLS at standard operation conditions we expect a total lifetime of 3; hrs which may be increased to 8 hrs by means of a 3"d harmonic cavity.
